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ABSTRACT

A design method is developed for designing a band-

pass elliptic function filter using resonators made up of TEH

tra.nsmission line segments. Each resonB.ting segment of

transmission line is of half-wave length long at the center

frequency of the band-pass filter. Each of these resonating

segment is short circuited at both ends and is stepped in

impedance at an electrical distance of n/3 from one end of the

resonator so that the other fraction of length is (n-n/3). The

resonators are coupled along the sides with an arrangement to

achieve nearest neighbor interaction only.

This design method starts with a lumped low-pass

prototype. A lumped low-pass to distributed band-pass

transformation is used to transform to a physically realizable

band-pass structure. For physical realization the obtained

distributed band-pass filter is modified so that it can be

realized with stepped impedance half-wave transmission lines

short circuited at both ends. For this purpose, equivalence is

established between a segment of resonators of the distributed

band-pass filter circuit and a segment of both end short

circuited transmission line considering the point of stepping

(vii)



as the input port. Ultimately the band pass filter has been

realized in the form coupled stepped impedance lines. Two

transformer elements are needed for coupling at the input and

output ports of the filter. The transformer coupling allows to

change the impedance levels of the short circuited stepped

impedance coupled lines in the middle portion qf the filter.

An elliptic function filter has been chosen because

it has got an upper hand over the other filter responses namely

butterworth and chebychev filter responses. Butterworth

response gives maximally flat pass-band. very wide bandwidth

and stop-band to pass-band transition is not steep, which makes

it unsuitable for narrow-band band-pass filter design. Again

chebychev response has steeper transition from stop-band to

pass-band but still not suitable for some practical

-j

applications. Considering theses points, an elliptic function

filter may be. designed for narrower bandwidth. It has steeper

transition from stop-band to pass-band and the difference

between maximum pass-band attenuation and minimum stop-band

attenuation is larger compared to other two filter responses.

(viii)
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Based on the developed analytic design method a

computer program in FORTRAN has been prepared for designing

this type of filters. With the help of this program a five

resonator 1% bandwidth elliptic function filter has been

designed for 2.0 GHz center frequency. From the line parameters

thus obtained, the physical dimensions of the filter are next

computed with the help of previouslypublished graphs and

analytical expressions. Using these values an experimental

filter has been fabricated and measured in the laboratory. The

designed parameters and the measured results are presented.
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Introduction

1.1 Historical Background: From the beginning of microwave

engineering until today, filter design has been a persistent

and fruitful field of investigation. According to Cohn [1]

there are two very good reasons for the continuing

attraction of microwave filters. The first is the ever

increasing importance of filters to microwave systems, as

these systems become more complex and as the spectrum

becomes more densely filled with signals. The second reason

is a singular appeal of microwave filters for creative

study. This appeal results from the amenability of filter

circuits to theoretical analysis, the unlimited variety of

circuits and structures, and the close experimental

agreements that can usually be achieved.

Advances in filter design fortunately are keeping

pace with the growing needs. In early days of microwave

work, filters were designed by means of hit-or-miss image

parameter theory and by analogy to single- and double-tuned

IF transformers. Rapid progress led to more sophisticated

design yielding maximally flat and equal ripple responses.

In most practical cases today filters are designed as



distributed constant approximations to rigorous prototype

circuits. Developing formulas, simple to use yet yielding

highly accurate approximations has proved to be 5.

fascinating occupation for many engineers leading to a

wealth of design information in technical literature.

An exact method of designing microwave filters was

based on Richards' [2] transformation, which was only for

microwave circuits with commensurable line lengths. His [2]

transformation mapped the real-frequency axis of the lumped

constant prototype onto finite portions of the re8.1-

frequency axis of the transmission line circuit and then the

response pattern was repeated periodically, Physically the

this repetition corresponded to repeated increments of one

half wave length in the electrical line lengths of the

transmission line circuit as the frequency increased. A

remarkably accurate formula for the midband dissipation loss

of band.,.passfilters was given by Cohn [3] for well m8tched

filters that are designed from a low~pass prototype. Filters

using circular rods were constructed by Cristal [4]. Each

resonator was one qUll.rter wave length long at b5.nd center

when the ends of the rods were open circuited. As in the

parallel coupled filter, the resonator spacings were not

very critical. In addition the resonators commended itself

for many applications by its compact form.

2



A number of structures were analyzed by Bolljam1

and Hatthaei [5) which consist of arrays of parallel

conductors between ground planes or above a single ground

plane. These included interdigital line, meander line, a

form of helix, "hairpin line", and reactively loaded

combline. They (5) also derived the equations for

determining the phase function per section of line in

terms of voltage coupling factors K1n which were obtained

from the static capacitances per unit length of the

conductors. Their results indicated that certain of the

structures had special merit for use as filters. They

concluded with the construction of an interdigital-line

filter using ten conductors which was found to ha.ve

excellent band pass characteristics and a band width which

was in very good agreement with the theory. Interdigital

filters are attractive in that they are compact, easily

fabricated, free of spurious responses at twice the pass

band frequency fO (second pass band is at 3fO)' The

interdigital line filter was first built by Bol1jahn and

Hatthaei (5). Hatthaei (6) gave design equations for

interdigital filters of prescribed bandwidth and number of

cavities N. The low-pass prototype elements were found from

tables. He (6) used Getsinger's (7) charts of capacitance

for coupled rectangular bars between parallel plates for

3
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determination of the widths and spacings of the stripline

resonators. Another very compact structure was the combline

filter developed also. by Hatthaei [8] which was similar in

many ways to the capacitively loaded interdigital-line

filter. In this combline filter he (8] placed all the

capacitances on the same side. They were necessary to the

functioning of the filter, since there was no coupling

between quarter wave digital resonators when they were all

grounded on one side and all open circuited on the other.

The rods were typically one-eighth of a wave length long at

midba.nd.

An exact theory of interdigital-line networks and

related coupled structures were presented by Wenzel [9]. He

briefly reviewed the theory of parallel coupled line arrays

and the derivation of exact equivalent circuits from the

impedance matrix. Wenzel [9] introduced a simplified theory

of equivalent coupled structures in order to avoid the

lengthy analysis required when using the impedance matrix

approach. Equivalent networks for the interdigital line were

obtained by inspection, using a transformed capacitance

matrix associated with the two-dimensional geometry of the

conductors and the ground planes. The technique presented by

transmission response to be

Wenzel (9] were simple to apply and

obta.ined in

4
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configurations. He also gave a practical design example and

experimental results to illustrate the simplicity of the

approach, along ~ith general criteria for the design of

practical filter networks with optimum tra.nsmission

characteristics. His [9) technique can be used to analyze

and design a much broader class of microwave networks.

Wenzel [10) described TEM propagation on an array

of parallel conductors in terms of the normalized static

capacitance matrix. Important properties of capacitance

matrices were discussed and a physica.l a.nd net~ork

interpretat ion was given to a useful 1inear transforma.ti.o"n

of the static capacitance matrix. Wenzel [10) also used the

results of Getsinger [7) to obtain the physical dimensions

from the matrix of static capacitance.

A design procedure for a practica.l digital

elliptic function filter capable of providing either band

pass or band stop characteristics was presented by Horton

and Wenzel [11). They gave examples to illustrate typical

design procedure for both types of filters. Levy and

Whiteley [12) devised a synthesis procedure for distributed

elliptic function filters utilizing published tables of

lumped constant elliptic function filters. It was dependent

upon the application of a new generalized transformation for

distributed networks.

5
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A design procedure for narrow-band band pass TEH-

line elliptic function filters was presented by Rhodes [13).

He proposed the realization in the form of a stepped-

impedance digital n-wire line which was one half of a wave

length long at midband and short circuited to ground at both

ends, where the digital line was stepped in impedance along

any arbitrary prescribed plane in the filter. Rhodes [13)

presented a detailed design procedure for the construction

of the two characteristic admittance matrices which

described the digital n-wire line from the low pass

prototype element values. He also showed that the normalized

impedance values of the elements in the filter were all of

the order of unity and independent of the actual bandwidth

of the filter except for the input snd the output

transformer elements. Rhodes [13) gave a numerical example

--'-;'.
,""

and experimental results on a seventh degree 1% bandwidth

filter with a center frequency of 3.7 GHz. This demonstrated

the significant improvements which might be obtained from

the half wave stepped digital elliptic filter over most

other known form of microwave TEH~ line narrow-band band-ps.ss

filters, especially for percentage bandwidth of 5% and

below. The compactness and inherent physical rigidity also

made the filter attractive for applications where size,

"

wei ght and stability under mechanical vibrations

6
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important. The only factor which did not compare favorably
to conventional forms was that of harmonic rejection.

However, the use of a quasi-Iow-pass filter at the end

blocks of the filter through single interdigital sections

would attenuate the harmonics without increasing the

external size or affecting the other advantages of the

filter.

1.2 Objective of this work: The objective of this work is to

develop a design method for designing narrow-band band-pass

elliptic function filter using coupled TEH

transmission-lines so that the filter is compact in size.

One of the targets of this development is to achieve a

design method which is easy to use. The other objectives are

to develop a computer program so that one can readily get

the normalized capacitance values from the low-pass

j

prototype element values. The last objective is to verify

the design method by fabricating a designed band-pass filter

and performing necessary measurements.

1.3 Brief jntroduction to thjs thesis: Some we 11 known

methods of filter design are described in chapter 2.

In chapter 3,!.he method of obtaining band-pass

characteristic from low-pass prototype filter specifications

has been discussed. The determination of characteristio

admittance matrices of two subnetworks has been given in

7



chapter 4 with elaboration of ,each Btep.•,
,Chapter 5 eonsists of some important information

re8arding different types of parallel coupled TEH lines

between ground planes. Various configurations like ooupling

with thick rectangular bars. unsymmetrical parallel coupled

lines, arrays of parallel coupled lines. etc. have been

discussed individually in this chapter.

Chapter six deals with the design procedure of the

experimental filter and realization of its physioal

dimensions using the Getsinger's [7J curves and Saal's [16J

catalogue. In chapter 7 experimental results of the filter

response and characteristic curves have been given in

detail. The experimental set up with the network analyzer

and the discrete frequency generator are also given in this

chapter.

In chapter 8. a discussion on the filter

....;
f

j

~I

"

-f;-,

charaoteristics and its future development have been given.

Computer program to obtain the static capacitance matrices

and some measured values are presented in apppendices.

8



CHAPTER 2

Some well-known methods of filter design

2.1 Introduction: Host of the low pass, high pass, band pass and

band stop filters derive important transmission charaoteristics

from those of a low pass prototype filter used in their design.

Element values for such low pass prototype filters were

originally obtained by network synthesis methods. However,

afterwards, concise equations were developed which were

oonvenient for computer programming and were used for the element

values of the types of prototype filters of interest. At low

frequencies the filters are designed from ideal lumped inductors

and capacitors. They have very simple frequency characteristics

and also very accurate and complete design procedure has been

developed for designing filters using them. Therefore at low

frequencies it is possible to design filters directly with a wide

variety of prescribed frequency characteristics. But at microwave

frequency filter design becomes much more complicated and

~r,
-i /

difficult and at that range of frequencies lumped elements are

replaced by distributed parameter elements. In fact no complete

9



theory or design piocedure exists for m1crowave filter. Microwave

filters are realized by replacinl all inductors and capacitors by

suitable microwave circuit elements that have similar frequency

characteristics over the frequency range of interest. In the

present chapter two different methods of filter design have been

discussed.

2.2 Different methods of filter design: There are two filter

design techniques at low frequency namely (a) Image parameter

method and (b) Inseition loss method. The image impedance and

attenuation function of a filter section are defined in terms of

an infinite chain of identical filter sections connected

,...

together. Using a finite, dissipationless filter network with

resistor terminations will permit the image impedances to be

matched only at discrete frequencies, and the reflection effects

can cause sizeable attenuation in the pass band, as well as

distortion of the stop band edges. Proper designing of end

sections will reduce these reflection effects. Although such

methods will definitely reduce the size of reflections in filters

designed by the image method, they give no assurance as to .how

large the peak reflection loss values may be in the pass band.

Thus, though the image method is conceptually simple, it requires

10



a luud deal of cut-and-tryor know-how if a precision design with

low pass band reflection loss and very accurately defined band

edges is required. While the insertion loss method begins with a

complete specifications of' a physically realizable frequency

characteristics, and from this a suitable filter network is

designed. That is why the insertion

preferable than the image parameter method.

loss method is more

z. Z.1 CQllparison Qf image methQd and netwQrk synthesis llethQd:

Network synthesis method of filter design generally starts out by

spec ifying !l. transfer function, such as the transmission

coefficient t as given by,

(2.1)

where R1 and RZ !l.rethe input and output terminations, and Eg and

E2 are the generator and load voltages respectively of a two port

filter network. This transfer function is specified as a function

of complex frequency p. From the transfer function the input

impedance to the circuit is found as a function of p. Then by

various continued-function or partial-fraction expansion

proc"dures " the input impedance is expanded to give the element

values of the circuit. The circuit Qbtained by these procedures

11
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has the same transfer function that was specified at the outset.

and all guess work and cut-and-try is eliminated. But image

concepts never enter such procedures. and the effects of the

terminations are included in the initial specifications of the

transfer function. In general. a low pass filter designed by the

image method and an analo~ous filter designed for the same

application by the network synthesis method will be quite

similar. However. the filter designed by network synthesis method

~ill have somewhat different element values. to give it the

specified response.

2.3 Definition of illllUteimpedance and image propagation fllnct.i!m:

Tile image viewpoint for the analysis of circuits is a wave

viewpoint much the same as the wave viewpoint commonly used for

analysis of transmission lines. In fact. for the case of a

uniform transmission line the characteristic impedance of the

line is also its image impedance. and ifYt is the propagation

constant per unit length then Yt1 is the image propagation

function for a line of length 1. However. the terms image

impedance and image propagation function have much more general

J
meaning than their definition with regard to a uniforlll

transmission line alone would suggest.

12
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Let us consider the case of a two port network which can be

symmetrical, but for the sake of generality we assume that the

network is unsymmetrical with different impedance characteristics

at end 1 and end 2. Figure ~2.1~ShOWS the case of an infinite

number of identical networks of this sort, all connected so that

at each junction either end 1s are connected together or end 2s

are connected together. Since the chain of network extends to

, \..II.~.~

'''j

infinity in each direction, the same impedance Z11 is seen

looking both left and right at a junction of the two end 1s,

while at a junction of two end 2s another impedance Z 12 will be

seen when looking either left or right. The impedances ZI1 and

ZI2 as shown in figUre~2.1?are the image impedances for end 1 and

end 2, respectively of the network. For an unsymmetrical network

they are generally unequal.

The way the infinite chain of network in figure g2.~ is

connected, the impedances seen looking left and right at each

junction are always equal, hence there is never any reflection of

a wave passing through a junction. Thus from the wave point of

view, the -networks in figureiv2.1~are all perfectly matched. If a

wave is set to propagating towaras the right, through the chain

of networks, it will be attenuated as determined by

13
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propagation function of each network, but will pass on from

network to network without reflection. Here the image impedances

ZI1 and ZI2 are actually the impedance of infinite networks, and

as such they should be expected to have a mathematical form

different from that of the rational impedance functions that are

obtained for finite, lumped element networks. In the cases of

usually irrational functions and in the cases of microwave filter

lumped element filter structures, the image impedances are ,r" I
, ',
I,
I,

i

-}.

structures which involve transmission line elements, the image

impedances are usually both irrational and transcendental.

2.4 Image parwpeter method: An equation for the image impedance

is easily derived in terms of the circuit in figure~2.2V If ZL is

made to be equal to ZI1 then the imped~nce Zin seen looking in

from the left of the circuit will also be equal to ZI1' Now if A,

B, C, and D are the general circuit parameters for the box on the

left in figUre~,iDassuming that the network is reciprocal, the

general circuit parameters As' Bs' Cs' and Ds for the two boxes

connected as shown can be computed. Therefore.

(2,2)

Now setting Zin=ZL=ZI1 and solving for ZI1 in terms of A, B, C,

15
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and D, we get,

(2.3)

The same procedure carried out with respect to end 2 gives,

(2.4)

shows a network with a generator whose internal

.impedance is the same as the image impedance at end 1 and with a

load impedance on the right equal to the image impedance at end

2. With the terminations matched to the image impedances in this

manner it can be shown that,

(2.5)

or,

(2.6)

The image propagation function is defined as,

(2.7)

from where it is found that,

(2.8)

or,

18



(2.9)

where a 1S the image attenuation 1n neper and P is the image

phase 1n radian. It is to be noted that the I(ZIZ/ZI1) factor in

eqn. (Z.6)has the effect of makingy independent of the relative

ilnpedance leve Is at ends 1 and 2. Eqn. (2.6)can also be wr itten as,

17"--

y="jp=ln~ E"I,E;~

From eqn. (2.8)it is seen that,Coshy=/AD and Sinhy=/BC.

(2.10)

The factor D/A 1S interpreted as an impedance transformation

ratio and may be viewed as an ideal transformer of turns ratio

J( D/A).

If ,the network is lossless, A and D are real and Band Care

imaginary for frequencies j~. In the pass band a=O, therefore y

1S purely iKIaginary and equal to j(l and this occurs for I ADI <1.

So the phase angle constant P becomes Cos-1m or Sin-III Bcl .

Because in the pass band Band C must be of the same sign, so

that, BC=jIBljlcl=-1 Bcl which will make the second part of eqn.

(2.8)imaginary. Thus the solution for ZII and ZI2 will be real and

AD must be positive to give a real solution for
",-'"
'I. ~.'",-

positive since

Coshy or Cosp. Hence the image

19
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band.

Let N two-port networks are connected in cascade and they

have propagation constants Yn, where n=l,2,3, ..... ,N and voltage

transformation ratios Tn' where n=l,2,3, ..... ,N. If the output

section is terminated in image impedance, the overall voltage

transfer ratio will be given by,

v.;-nTlle-Y.,nml,2, 3 .•• N
1

(2.11)

with the assumption that the output image impedance of any

section is equal to the input image impedance of the following

section. If al the sections. in the cascade are properly matched

then maximum power will be transferred. Let the generator at the

input has an internal impedance of ZI1 and ZIN be the image

impedance of the Nth section. Therefore an overall impedance

ratio change will be given by,

In the image parameter method of filter design the

(2.12)

two port

parameters A, B, C, D are chose to provide the required pass

bands and stop bands. The image parameters are chosen equal to

the terminating impedances at the center

20
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maJor disadvantage of this method is the frequency dependency of

"

the image impedances. that is why the impedances do not remain

constant and equal to the terminating impedances over the entire

pass band. This mismatch results in some loss in the pass band.

Moreover this amount of transmission loss can neither be

predicted nor can be determined before designing the filter. Also

there is no means to control the rate at which the attenuation

builds up with frequency beyond the edges of the pass band apart

from increasing the number of filter sections.

2.5 Insertion ]oss method: The insertion 1055 function is defined

as the ratio of power delivered directly to the load when

connected across the generator without the network and power

delivered to the load when the network is inserted.

Mathematically the function can be expressed, with reference to

" ,nfigure \e. 411 as,
9) y

(2.13)

where the quantity P20is the power in R2 when the network is

removed and R2 is connected directly to R1 and Eg and P2 is the

power absorbed by R2 when the network is in place as in figure

(Z..4}'. The insertion loss function or the power loss ratio can also~ U
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be expressed as,

::::.~'II

(2.14)

where p is the reflection coefficient and r is the input

reflection coefficient for a loss less network terminated in a

resistive load. The insertion loss in decibel is given by,

L-10logPI./l (2.15)

when the terminating resistive load is equal to the internal

impedance of the generator.

The insertion loss method begins by specifying the power

loss ratio PLR or the magnitude of the reflection coefficient

I rl=p as a function of ~. The network which gives the desired

power loss ratio is taken as the design guideline. But a

completely arbitrary r(~) can not be chosen since it may not give

a physically realizable network. So there are some restrictions

on r(~)for physical realizability.

For a passive network it is obvious that the reflected power

can not exceed the incident power. So I r(~)1~1. If the normalized

input impedance is,

(2.16)

we get,
22



(2.17)

Since R is an even function of Q and X is an odd function of Q we

get,

(2.18)

Thus,

(2. 19)

From the above relation it is apparent that p2(Q)=p2(_Q) is

an even function of Q. Now .any low frequency impedance function

such as impedance of a network made of resistors, capacitors, and

inductors can be expressed as the ratio of two polynomials in Q.

Therefore p2(~) can be expressed as,

[(R-l) z+,X2)
[ (R+l) z+,X2)

(2.20)

where Hand N are real and non negative polynomials in ~'. Now

eqn. (2. 14) becomes,

(R(6» -1) z+Xz (6»
4R(6» (2.21)

In the above equation N(Q2) must be an even polynomial of ~

because it is equal to 4R(~). Now writing N(Q2)=Q2(~) and
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The conditions specified on

(2.22)

PLR upto this point are

necessary conditions in order that the network may be physically

realizable. The condition that the power loss ratio be

expressible in the above form is also a sufficient condition for

the network to be realizable.

2.6 Su.mary: The complex frequency behavior of microwave circuits

makes it difficult to develop a complete design procedure of

microwave filters. Although the two methods of filter design

described in this chapter are essentially for low frequency

filters, still the study of these design techniques helps one to

formulate design procedures for complex microwave filters. The

image parameter method describes the pass-band and stop band but

does not give any information about the behavior of the circuit

in these regions. On the other hand the insertion loss method

gives optimum specifications for aphysically realizable filter.
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The design of half wave digital TE" line

band-pa •• elliptic function filter

3.1 Introduction: In this chapter the design method of half wave
digital TEH line band-pass elliptic function filter has been
discussed. The design method is based on two step.transformation.
Firstly. the band pass filter characteristics have been derived
froll the specifications of the low pass prototype filter. A
functional relationship between the low pass cut-off frequency
~1'and the band pass mid-band frequency aO has been utilized to
transform the low pass prototype to the band pass filter. But
this transformation only is not sufficient for physical
realization of the filter. So. as the second step, two
characteristic admittance matrices will be derived and expressed
in terms of low-pass element values. which describe the digital
n-wire line. In this chapter. only the first step i. e.

.transformation from low-pass characteristics to band-pass
characteristics has been discussed. The second step is covered in
the next chapter.
3.2 Method of transformation from low-pass to band-paps: The
functional relationship is given by,

(3.1)

I

where the primed frequencies refer to the low pass prototype
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filter as shown in figure [(3.£fand the unprimed frequencies refer~ V
to the band pass filter as shown

pass cut-off frequency and ~O is

in figure (~.~~ ~1' is the lowG Ij

the mid band frequency of the

band pass filter. w is called the fractional bandwidth of the

band pass filter and is denoted by,

(3.2)

where ~1 and ~2 are the lower cut-off and upper cut-off

frequencies of the band pass filter.

For a fixed low pass cut-off frequency eqn. (3.1) can be

written as,

(3.3)

The above equation when solved for ~, gives,

(3.4)

How let, ~(t=611~2

Therefore,

(3.5)

It is found from equation (3.5) that when (~'/~1')=O, 6I=:t/~1~2=:t~0

and when (~./~1' )=:t1,1o)=:t~1' :t6l2'

Therefore the zero frequency of the low pass filter

corresponds to a pair of frequencies namely +~O and -610' Again
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(~'/~1')=~1 or the cut-off frequency of the low pass prototype

filter corresponds to four points namely ~~1 and i~2' So the low

... -,

pass filter characteristib. (a'/~l')=O and

transformed into a band pass filter of mid-band frequency at ~~O

and cut-off frequencies at tQl and i~2' Figur~~3.i)shows only the

positive portion of the band pass filter characteristics.

3.3 Conversion of filter elements: The series and shunt elements

of the required band pass filter will be derived in terms of the

series and shunt elements of the low pass prototype filter. From

eqn. (3.3) we find,

(3.6)

Now the series element of the low pass prototype filter becomes,

(3.7)

similarly the shunt element becomes,

(3.6)

where C"={~l'/(w(jO)}C and L"=w/(~l'~OC)

Therefore it is seen from the above two equat ions (3.7) and

0.6)that the series element of the low pass prototype filter has

become a series combination of Land C and the shunt element has

become a parallel combination of Land C in the band pass filter
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when the required transformation is used. The specific function

-F(w,~/~O) varies with different filter structures. For two
frequencies ~. and ~, which satisfy such a mapping, the

attenuation is the same for both the prototype and the band pass

filter. Hence the low pass prototype attenuation characteristics
can be mapped into corresponding band pass attenuation
characteristics by use of such mapping.

3.4 SUllmary: The low pass prototype to band pass transformation

has been discussed in this chapter. The lumped low pass prototype

filter circuit and its response are used to transform into

corresponding band-pass filter circuit and its response.

Using the mapping given for the band pass filter radian frequency

variable, the attenuation characteristics of the band pass filter

can be obtained from the given specifications of the low pass

prototype filter since the application of the mapping suggests

the same .attenuation characteristics for both the prototype and

the band pass filter. But this transformation is not sufficient
to realize the physical dimensions of the elliptic function

band-pass filter. For physical realizability, the characteristic

admittance matrices are .needed which is described in the next
chapter.
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Obtaining characteristic admittance matrices

4.1 Introduction A distributed resonated pi-section is derived

upon application of the frequency transformation [12] to the low

pass prototype elliptic function filter for n=5. The resonated pi-
section is then decomposed in to two subnetworks each consisting of

single short circuited transmission line and relating the low pass

prototype element values and admittances are derived for both the

subnetworks and thus the characteristic admittance matrices are

formed.

4.2 TraDsformation fro. low pass prototype to resonated pi-section :

The input impedance and admittance of a shorted transmission line as

shown in figure~.~are given by,

(4 .1)

(4.2)

,.

Where Zo = Characteristic impedance

Yo = Characteristic admittance

e = loll/v

Where Q ~ angular velocity of propagation

.v ~ velocity of propagation

1 ~.length of the transmission line
-0) ',.Fig\~.2Ushows the same for open transmission line. In this figure
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Fig 4.2 Input Impedance of an open circuited
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(4.3)

(4.4)

The low pass prototype filter for n=5 is shown in figure ~.1€) A
section of the low pass prototype of the band-pass filter is shown
in figUrelJ.ty whioh is ..transformed into resonated pi-seotion as
shown in figure~.4)by the frequenoy transformation method given by
Rhodes [13].

For the shunt element of the resonated pi-seotion as shown in the
figUre~.~

(Conversion from lumped to distributed element is made with the
assumption ~ ~ tane)

Similarly, for the series element of the resonated pi-seotion as
shown in the figUre~4.6V,
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Fig 4.11 Low pass prototupe filter for n=5
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Fig 4.3 Low-pass prototype of the

band-pass filter
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Fig 4.4 Distributed resonated pi-section
of the low-pass prototype
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1 tan6
y =. "-jaC;(l+l".) •L,.. Jt.)L;,. a tanEl

Y, •. 1 .-jal"' (1+1~_) tan6.
...•. J fJ)L;,_ "ll tanEl

(\, - - !

tana
tane.

tana
tane.

How to deterwine the distributed elewent paraweters from low pass

prototype, we get frow figUre~.7~,

For distributed pi-section ~~a(Q/QO-QO/Q]

Here Qr=l/ILrCr is the resonant angular velocity
Therefore,

In S-plane jQ~s

:.Z r=a(s/Q O-QO/s)L r/{a2(s/QO-QO/s )2LrCr+l}
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Fig 4.7 A section of the low - pass prototype
filter
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Fig 4.8 Both end shorted approximation of the
resonated pi-section
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cc8sQOLr<s"+f~O")/{a'(s4+2s'Qoz+Q04 )LrCr+s"QO"}

::"8sf~O(s"+fJ0' )/C r}I {a"(s4+2s"Q O'+QO 4)+s"QO" IL rCr)

cc{asQo(s'+QO')/Cr)/{aZ(s4+2s"QO"+Q04+s'QOzQr"/a')}

::{WOs(s"+WO" )/aCr)/{s4+(2QO"+QO"Q/la" )s"+W04} (4.6)

4.2.1 Calculat.i.Qa of poles Auxiliary equation of the

characteristic impedance is given by

s4+(ZQO"+QO'Qrz/aZ)s"+Q04::0

s'=[-(2Qo'+QO"Qr"/a')t/{(ZQo'+QO"Qr"/a")"-4Q~ }]/Z

::[-(ZQO"+QO"Qrz/a" )t/(4Q~ Qr"/a'+Q~ wi /I? )]/2

=-QO"{Qrz/(2a")+1}t(QOzQr/a)/{1+Qr"/(4a")}
=(QO"Ur/a)[-{(Qr/Za)+a/Qr}t/{1+(Qr"/4a")}]

Let the roots of the auxiliary equation are Q1' and Q2"

Therefore,

Let,

o H2A. =-----!+ l+ __I

r- 2a 4a2

Therefore,
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02= O~Or(-~+A )
1 '" r-a "r

02=0~Or(_~_A )
2 '" X-a .'r

From the expression of Zr' we can .write,

S (S2+0~)

(B'-O~) (B2-0~)
(4.11)

Let, Zr'=s(so+QOO)/{(so_Q10)(so-Q2°)}

=K1s/(so-Q10)+K2s/(so-Q2°)

wheze,
S2+0~

(B2_0~) (B2_0~)

Q~+O~ Ar_
= Q~-O~= Ar_ +J.r+

(4.12)

'02+02 1 1K2 2 0 x+
= "" _"" = 1 +A = 1 ,2

"2"1 r- r+ +"'r-
(4.13)

How, Kls/(so-Q10)={s/Cl+lr+2)}/{sO-CQ02Qr/a)(-a/Qr+lr_)}

=1/[sCl+lr+2)-{CQOoQr/a)C-a/Qr+lr_)(1+lr+O)}/s]

Siltli lar ly,
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KZs/(s._QZ.)={S/(1+1r_.)}/{s.+(QO.Qr/a)(a/Qr+1r_)}

=1/(s(l+lr-")+{(QO"Qr/a)(a/Qr+1r+)(I+lr_.)}/s]
Therefore,

Zr=«(,IO/aer)Zr'=(Q O/aC r)[K1s/(S2-Q I.)+KZs/ (S2-Q 2")]

=(QO/aCr)[1/[s(1+1r+")-{(QO"Qr/a)(-a/Qr+1r_)(1+1r+")}/s]

+1/[s(1+1r_2)+{(Q02Qr/a)(a/Qr+1r+)(1+1r_2)}/s]]

From the above equation the following parameters are equated,

Lr-=(QO/aCr)/{(QO.Qr/a)(a/Qr-1r_)(1+1r+.)}

=l/{CrQOQr(a/Qr+(a/Qr)l "-1. -1 1 2}r+ r- r- r+
=lI[CrQOQr {alQr+(a/Qr) [Qr/Za+l{l+(Q r"/4a2 )}]2-O'r++lr_)}]

=l/[CrQOQr{Za/Q +(2a/Q )(Q /2a)"+1{1+(Q "/4a2)}r r r r

-ZI{1+(Qr./4a.)}}]

=1/(CrQOQr(a/Qr){Z+Z(Qr/2a)"-2(Qr/2a)I{1+(Qr./4a")}}]

=1/[aCrQO{1+1+(Qr/2a)2+(Qr/2a).-Z(Qr/Za)I{I+(Qr./4a")}}]
=1/{aCrQO( 1+1r_.)}

(11. 15)

similarly equating from the second term of the expression of Zr we
get,
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4.3 Both end shorted approximatign The basic pi-section in the

resonated distributed prototype consists of a ladder formation of

second order reactance functions whose susceptances may be expressed

in the form,

y. tan8 _y. tan80

2 tan8 1 tan8o
(4.18)

This susceptance is now equated to a single stepped impedance half

wave cavity at the center frequency 8=80, The half wave cavity

consists of two short circuited transmission lines of characteristic

admittance Y1' and Y2' connected in parallel at the nodes. The

combined length of these stubs is R radian long at 8=80 with the

step in impedance occurring at 80 radian from one end as shown in
. Il, MflgUre~~.8b because,

so that at mid band frequency when,8~0'

The susceptance of this cavity at the stepped impedanoe nodes is
given by,

Now let,

-~ ~

tan8 - tan [8(l::-1) ]
o

41
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and, (4.22)
At 8=80

M=Y 2-Y 1
N=-Y1'/tan80+Y2'/tan80

:1_.Dy.cosec2eO+~<i -1)cosec2 [80< : -1) 1
o 0

=Y1'cosec280+Y2'(R/80-1)cose02(R-80)
=[Y l'+Y 2'(R/80-1) ]00se0280

(4.23)

(4.24)

Equating we get

Y2-Y1=-Y1'/tan80+Y2'/tan80
or, Y1'=Y2'+(YCY2)tan80

and,

'i2se0280/tan80+ Y 1t(ln80coseo.80 =(Y 1 '+Y2 '(It/80-1)]00sec280
or, Y2sec.80/tan80+Yltan80coseo.80

=[Y2'+(Y1-Y2)tan80+Y2'(lt/80-1)]cosec.80
or, Y2(cos80/sin80)(1/cos.80)+Y1tan8000sec.80

=Y2'cosec.80+Y1tan80cosec290-Y2tan90cosec.90
+Y2'(R/80)coseo.eO-Y2'cosec280

or, Y2(2/sin90cos90)=Y2'(lt/90)cosec290

(4.25)

(4.26)

Again, Y1'=Y2'+(Y1-Y2)tan90
=(280/R~ tan80IY2+(Y1-Y2)tan80
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Fig 4.9 Network 1 of the distributed element
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Fig 4.10 Network 2 of the distributed element



4.4 Characteristic admittance matrix of network 1

one can write the node current equations as,
Node 1:

Node 2:

Node 3:

Node 4:

Node S:

Now writing the above node equations in matrix form,

(4.27)

From figure (4.9),

(4.28)

(4.30)

(4.31)

-Y2
(Y2++Y~->

-Y2-o ".
o

We now make the following substitutions,

Yll=(Y1+Y2+>; Y12=Y2+ Y22=(Y2++Y2-> Y
23
=Y
2
-

Y33=(Y2-+Y3+Y4+>; Y34=Y4+ Y44=.(Y4++Y4
.:.)

Y5S=(Y4-+YS>

WIth these substitutions, the characteristic admittance matrix of
network 1 may be written as,
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f Yll -Y12 0 0 0 1
[Yr 122 -123 0 0 (4.~)-1a3 133 -134 0

-1&4 144 -1450 -145 155

The matrix element values
equ8.t ions •.

are calculated from the following

111=11+12+

=I tan801 {aC1+(280/lt-1)aC1}+1 tan801 {aC2( 1+12+2)

+(280/lt-1)aC2(1+12_Z)}

=I tan801 (2a80C1/lt)+I taneri'- {aC2(1+12+ Z )-aC2(1+12_ 2)

+(280/lt)aC2(1+12_Z)}

=2a(80/lt)1 tan80' C1+2a(80/lt)1 taneOI {(It/280)C2( 1+12+1<)

-(It/280)C2(1+12_2)+C2(1+12_2)}

=2a(80/lt)1 tan801 [C1+C20+12_ 2+(lt/280)(12+ 2-12_ 2)})

where,

112=12+

=I tan801 {aC2(1+12+ a )+( 280/lt-1 )aC2( 1+12_2)}

=2a(80/lt)1 tan80' C2(lt/280)(12+ 2-12_ I< )+1+12_ 2]

Y22=Y2++Y2-

=I tan80' {aC2(1+12+2)+(280/lt-1)aC2(1+12_2)}

+1tan8ol{aC2( 1+12_2 )+( 280/lt-1 )aC2( 1+12+2)}
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Y23=Y2-
=Itan90' {aC2( 1+12_ 2)+(290/n-1)aC2( 1+12+ 2)}
=2a(90/n)1 tan90' C2(l+12+ 2+(n/290)(12_ 2-12+ 2)]

•. Y2] -bCa [1+).~.+ 2~ (A.~_-).~.) 1
o

Y33=Y2- +Y3+Y4+
Here Y3~ tan90' {aC3+(290/n-1)aC3}

=2a(90/Tt)1tan90lC3

Therefore

Y33=bC2(1+12+2+(Tt/290)(12_2-12+2)]+bC3
+bC4(1+14_2+(Tt/290)(14+2-14_2)]
=b(C2{1+12+2+(n/290)(12_2-12+2)}+C3

(4-.~1)

\
i

Y44 =Y4++Y4-

=bC4(1+14_2+(Tt/290)(14+2-14_2)]+bC4(1+14+2+(Tt/290)(14_2-14+2)]
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(41+3)

,
r","',I,

\i
I'

.. Y.5=bC. {1+1:.+ 2: (1:_-1:.) 1
o

Y55=Y4-+Y5
=bC4(1+14+ "+(1t/290)(14_ "-14+" )]+1 tan901 {aC5+(290/It-l)aC5}
=bC4(1+14+"+(1t/290)(14_"-14+")]+bC5

4.5 Characterjstic admittance matrix of netwQrk 2

(I•.•S)

From figure
~.lOh one can write the current node equations as,
Node 1:

Node 2:

Node 3:

13' =(y 3' -V 2' )Y 2- '+Y 3' V 3' + (V3' - V4' )Y4+ .
=-Y 2-.V 2'+ (y 2-.+y 3.+y4+ .)V 3 .-y4+ .V4 .

Node 4:

Node 5:

Now writing the above node equations in matrix form,
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1, I"-,' :~I,

We now make the following substitutions,

Y11=(Y1'+Y2+'); Y12=Y2+'

Y33=(Y2-'+Y3'+Y4+') ; Y34=Y4+';

Y55=(Y4- '+Y5')

Y22=(Y2+ '+Y2- ')

Y44=(Y4+ '+Y4-')

Y23=Y2- '

Y45 =Y4- '

With these substitutions, the characteristic admittance of network 2
may be written as,

Y11 -Y12 0 0 0

]
-Y

J2 Y22 -Y23 0 0 (4-,5'2)
-Y

a3 Y33 -Y34 0
0 -Y84 Y44 -Y4<
0 .J0 -Y45 Y55

The matrix element values
equations,

are calculated from the following

..~,

Yll=(Yl'+Y2+')

=(280/Tt)!,'tan80' aCi+(280/Tt)1 tan80' aC2(l+12_ 2)

=2a(80/Tt)1 tan801 [C 1+C2( 1+12_ 2)]

Y22=(Y2+ '+Y2- ')

=bC2(1+12_2)+bC2(1+12+2)
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Y33=(Y2- '+Y3'+Y4+')
=bC2(1+12+2)+bC3+bC4(1+14_2)

:, Y33=b rCa (1+A~.)+C] +C. (1+A:_l 1

Y44=(Y4+ '+Y4-')
=bC4(1+14_2)+bC4(1+A4+2)

:, y••ubC.[2+A:.+A:_l ,

Y55=(Y4- '+Y5')
=bC4(1+14+2)+bC5

4,6 SUl!IIsry:
:, Yss=b[Cs+C. (1+1;.»)

The distributed resonated pi-section has been formed
from the low pass prototype elliptic function filter, The resonated
pi-section has been con.verted to a half wave cavity which is stepped
in impedance and has two short circuited transmission lines
connected in parallel at the nodes. The transformation equations
from prototype element values to characteristic admittance values
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)
have been deduced in detail and the characteristic admittance

matrices for both the networks have been formed using the calculated
admittance values.
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Cl-lAP'TE:R 5

Parallel coupled lines between ground planes

5.1 Introduction: A number of strip line components utilize the

natural coupling existing between parallel conductors between

ground plates. Examples of such components are directional

couplers, filters, baluns, and delay lines such as interdigital

lines. The present chapter describes elaborately the nature of

various types of parallel coupled lines between ground plates.

examples of parallel coupled lines are shown

5.2 Different types of parallel coupled

configurations (a), (b) and (c) are

lines: A number of

in figure(5.i;) The~ v

primarily useful in
applications where weak coupling between the lines desired. The

configurations (d), (e), (f) and (g) are useful where strong

coupling between lines is desired. The characteristic of these

coupled lines can be specified in terms of Zoe and Zoo i.e. their

even and odd impedances (14] respectively. Zoe is defined as the
characteristic impedance of one line to ground when equal

currents.are flowing in .the two lines in the same direction. Zoo

is defined as the characteristic impedance of one line to ground

when equal and opposite.currents are flowing in the two lines.

The even and odd. mode characteristic impedances shown in figure

(~.&(a), (d) and (e) are modified slightly when the strips have a

finite thickness. Correction terms that account for the effects.

of finite thickness have been derived by Cohn (15].
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5.3 Coupling with interleaved thin lines: The configuration of

coupled strip lines illustrated in figure (j.~(f) in which the

two lines of width c are always operated at the same potential,

1S particularly useful when it is desired to obtain tight

coupling with thin strips that are supported by a homogeneous

dielectric of relative dielectric constant Er that completely

fills the region between the ground planes. The dimensions of the

strips for particular values of Zoe and Zoo can be determined

from graphs. For this purpose one needs the definitions that,

Fez = 376.68
VVr oe C

oe
(5.1)

(5.2)

where Coe and Coo are the total capacities to ground per unit

length of the strips of width c or the strip width 8, when the

lines are excited in the even and odd modes respectively. The
absolute dielectric constant E is equal to O.225Er pf per inch.

Using the values of Zoe and Zoo which are assumed to be known one
then computes AC/E from,

(S.3)

Va.lues of g/b are then selected and d/g' is determined from the
graph. Next, values of Ccw' /E and .., , 1-ece If:: are read from the

graphs. These quantities together with the value of CoelE from
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egn. @.g are then substituted in the following equation to get

c./b,

l-Jl -'-'c_ b [ Co••_ l;.,. _ Lc,,]---- -- -- --
b 2 28 8 8

(5.4)

Finally Cae'/E is found from the graph and substituted in the

following equation to get a/D

a =1. [ C"._ Cae_O•441]
b 2 28 (I

(5.5)

In this way all the physical dimensions are determined for

coupling with interleaved thin lines. These formulas are exact in

the limit of a and c > b so that fringing fields at opposite

edges of the strips do not interact.

5.4 Conpling with thick rectangular bars: The thick rectangular

bar configuration of coupled transmission lines as shown in

also be conveniently used where tight couplingi'~ '.

figUre~.t~(h) can
between lines is desired [7]. the dimensions of the strips for

'"
the specified va.lues of Zoe and. I"

Zoo can be determined with the aid
figure0h.2(~ figure (~.ir0and figure\') I';) -0 l:J
in the following way. First. AC/E

Zoe andparti8ular values of

of Getsinger's [7] curves in

\i:J;~.4'1) The above curves are used
'~ ~

.,/1 (''oil

is determined from eqn.~~.3vusing
Zoo' Next a convenient 'value of t/b is selected and the value of

s./b is determined from figure ~. '!D The value of w/b is then

determined from.
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Fig 5.2 Normalized even mode fringing capacitance and interbar

capacitance for~coupled re.ctangular_bars.l71 _ '-1
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(5.6)

The value of Coe is determined from the specified value of Zoe
using eqn. @. \~ The fringing capacitance Cre' for the even nlOde

can be read from figure0~.2~and Cf' can be determined from figure
c:J U

0~.40 The curves in figUrel~.~giVe the value of Cfo' directly.
The various fringing and parallel plate capacitances are

shown in figUre~.59 The odd mode fringing capacitances Cfo'

correspond to the fringing capacitances between the inner edges

of the bars and a metallic wall halfway between the bars. The

total odd mode capacitance of a bar is given by the following

equation,

and .the total even mode capacitances of a bar is given by,

The normalized per unit length parallel plate capacitance

Cp/E=2H/(b-t) and E=O.225Er pf per inch. The even and odd mode

fringing capacitances are derived by conformal mapping techniques

and are exact in limits of [w/b/(1-t/b)].oo. It is believed that

when [w/b/(1-t/b)]>O.35 the interaction between the fringing

fields 1S small enough so that the values of CoolE and Coe/E,
determined from eqns. (5.7)and (5.8) are reduced by a lI,axilllumof

1.24% of their true values.
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in situations where an initial value, w./b is found from eqn.

(5.6)to be less than 0.35[l-(t/b)] so th8.t the fringing fields

interact. a new value of w~/b can be used where,

wI=
b

(0.07[l-i] +i)
1.2

(5.9)

provided 0.1«w'/b)/[1-(t/b)]<0.35

5.5 Coupling with unsymmetrical parallel coupled lines: Figure

~. Sdshows an unsymmetrical palr of par8.l1e1 coup led 1ines and

various line capacitances. Ca is the capacitance per unit length

between line &. and ground, Cab is that between line &. and b,

while Cb 1S the capacitance per unit length between line band

ground. When Ca is not equal to Cb the two lines will have

different odd and even mode admittances. In terms of odd and even

mode capacitances, for line at

5.10

while for line b,

For symmetrical parallel coupled lines. the odd

5.11

IIwde

impedances are simply the reciprocals of the odd mode admittances

and analogously for the even mode impedances and admittances.

However this is not the case for unsymmetrical parallel coupled

lines. For unsymmetrical lines the odd and even mode impedances

are not simply the. reciprocals of the odd and even mode
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admittances. The reason for this lies in the fact that when the

odd and even mode admittances are computed the basic definition

of these admittances assumes that the lines are being driven with

voltages of identical magnitude with equal or opposite phase,

while the current in the lines may be of different magnitudes.

While for the case of odd and even mode impedances it is the

other way round. These two different sets of boundary conditions

can be seen to lead to different voltage-current ratios if the

lines are unsymmetrical,

Some unsymmetrical parallel coupled lines which are quite

easy to design are shown in figure ~5.i~Both bars have the same
. \.J C/

lleight and both are assumed to be wide enough so that the

interactions between the fringing fields at the right and left

sides of each bar are negligible or at least small enough to be

corrected. On this basis the fringing fields are same for both

bars and their different capacitances Ca and Cb are due entirely

to different parallel plate capacitances (Cp)a and (Cp)b' For the
structure shown in figure (5.7),

(5, 12)

To design a pair of Iines such as those in figure (5.7) to

have specified odd and even mode admittances or impedances, first

the va.lues of 8.nd 'C IEb' are cOlnputed fro~l the
following equations,
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Fig 5.7 Cross section of a pair of coupled rectangular-bar
parallel coupled lines. The two lines 'a' and 'b' are
unsymmetrical in width



[5.13(a)]

(5.13(b)]

r

Next a convenient value of t/b is selected and using figure $.2)

both s/b and Cfe'/E are calculated. Lastly the value of Cf'/E is

determined from the selected value of t/b and figure ~.4~Then

the width of the bars are calculated from the following equations,

(5.14)

(5.15)

This procedure also works for the thin st~ip case where

t/b",O. If either walb or w~b is less than O.35[1-t/b], eqn. (5.9)

should be applied to obtain corrected values.

5.6 An array of parallel coupled linos: FigUre~.~shows an array

of parallel coupled lines which is used in the interdigital line

filters. In the structure shown all of the bars have the same t/b

ratio and the other dimensions of the bars are easily obtained by
generalizing the procedure described in designing the

.unsymmetrical parallel coupled lines. In the structure of figure
i'i' 0J.,~.8~~he electrical properties of the structure are characterized

in terms of self capacitances Ck per unit length of each bar with
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unit length of each bar with respect to ground and the mutual
capacitances Ck ' 1 per un it length."l+ between adjacent bars k and
k+1. This representation is not necessarily H.lways highly
accurate because there can conceivably be a significant amount of
fringing capacitance in some cases between a given line element,

and for example, the line element beyond the nearest neighbor.

However, at least for geometries, experiment has shown this

representation to have satisfactory accuracy for applications

such as interdigital filter design.

Equations are given for the normalized self and mutual

capacitances Ck/E and Ck,k+1/E per unit length for all the lines

in the structure for d~sign of the parallel coupled array of

rectangular bars between ground planes. The cross sectional

dimeTtsions of the bars and spacings between them are determined

by first, choosing values for t and b and then slnce,

$ .16)

spacings sk,k+1 between all the bars are obtained. Also, using

figure[~.28 the normalized fringing capacitances (Cfe')k,k+1/E

associated with the gaps sk,k+1 between bars are obtained. Then
the normalized width of the kth bar is,

: .,

(drs) Ie-l Ie. -
c

In the case of the bar at the end of the array 1.e. the bar
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at the far left in figure I~S.8i) Cfe'/E for the edge of the bar
which has no neighbor must be replaced by cf'jE which is to be
determined from figure~.~! As for example, for bar '0' eqn. ~.1~
will become,

(5.18)

If wk/b<O.35[1-t/b] for any of the bars, the width
correction given in eqn. ~.9) should be applied to those bars
where this condition exists.
5.7 Summary: Coupling between a pair of parallel coupled TEH
lines between ground plates have been described in terms of even
and odd mode impedances and admittances. The procedure of
calculating the widths of coupled rectangular bars and the
interline spacings of the rectangular bars from self and
interline capacitance are presented following Getsinger's [7]

cha.rtanalysis.
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CHAP"rER 6

Designing a filter and obtaining its

physical dimensions

6.1 Introduction: This chapter deals in detail with the design

procedure of the band pass filter and calculation of its physical

dimensions. In determining the widths and spacings of the

rectangular bars, the curves by Getsinger [7] and the low pass

prototype values from the catalogue by 5881 [16] are used.

6.2 Design of the experimental filter: The filter to be designed
should have the following specifications The stop band

, attenuation level (As[dB]) is 60.1 dB or aa[N]=6.91 Neper. Pass

.band VSWR ( Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) is less than 1.222. The

percentage bandwidth is 1.0. The center frequency is 2000 MHz.

From the given VSWR the reflection coefficient is found to be

equal to 0.1 i.e. p=10%. Also the maximum attenuation in the pass

band is found. to be 0.044 dB for a VSWR=1.222.The bandwidth
scaling factor calculated from the following equation is 41.35,

(6.1)

where fO=(f1+f2)/2 is the center frequency of the filter and f1
and f2 are the pass band edge frequencies which are 1990 MHz and

2010 MHz respectively. eO is the arbitrary stepped impedance
plane and equals to n/3.
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6.2.1 Low pass prototype element values: The following low pass
prototype element values are obtained from the 'filter katalog'

by S881. The values are given for n=5,

Qs=2.202689, 9=27".
p=10%, A~=60.1 dB,~

C1=0.9265

C4=0.1607

Q2=3.611883

C~=0.05866~

C5=0.8363

Q4=2.303827

By using the equations 4.9 and 4.10 the following transmission

zeros are calculated,

A2+=1.045

A4_=0.973

A2_=0.957

6.3 Length of the networks: if the center frequency is fO' the

wave length of the signal can be calculated from the relation

10=c/fO' where c is the velocity of light and equals to 3x1~0

em/sec. Therefore the length of the rectangular bars of network 1

will be AO/(6x2.54) inch and that of the network 2 will be

(AO/(2x2.54)-AO/(6x2.54)} inch. From the above relation the

length 11 of network 1 is 0.9842 and 12 of network 2 is 1.9685.

6.4 Characteristic admittance matrices of two networks: All the

elements of the matrices are calculated using the equations given

illchapter 4. Now putting the values of the elements in the

matrices, the following two characteristic admittance matrices

are formed for network 1 and 2 respectively,
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NJo:'l'liOHK 1

2 3 4 "J

50.3392 -6.1021 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-6.1021 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5.1225 100.8811 -16.2130 0.0000 (6.2)
0.0000 0.0000 -16.2130 30.7153 -14.5023
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -14.5023 54.4327

NETWORK 2

1 2 3 4 5

49.6045 -5.3674 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-5.3674 11.2246 -5.8572 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5.8572 100.3328 -14.9300 0.0000 (6.3)
0.0000 0.0000 -14.9300 30.7153 -15.7853
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -15.7853 55.7157

6.4.1 Input and output transformer elements: The input and output

terminals of the filter are shown 1n figure i;;~.f~ Direct\,) V
connection of the input and output terminals to the external

ports will lower the impedance of the internal elements. To

overcome this problem. two transformers are used at input and

output between the external ports and the corresponding internal

elements as shown in figure ~i;.ij) The transforrrier elemente• have ~I
U .i '

unity characteristic impedances and one sixth of a wavelength

long at the center frequency, After adding the unit elements at

input and output the characteristic admittance matrix of network

1 becomes,
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Fig 6.1 Realization of the two networks of a filter using
TEMlines short circuited at one endfor n=5. The open
ends of the coupled lines of the two networks are
joined together

Input ~ t Output
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2 3 5l

Fig 6.2 The complete filter with the input and output
transformer elements



a 1 2 3 4 5 6
1,0000 -1 ,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000

-1.0000 51.3392 -6.1021 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -6.1021 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -5.1225 100.8811 -18,21:30 0.0000 0.0000 (6.4)
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -16.2130 :30.7153 -14.5023 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -14.5023 55.4327 -1. 0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 1.0000

The characteristic admittance matrix of network 2 remaIns same

because the unit element is not connected with network 2.

6.4.2 Admittance scaling factor: Admittance scaling factor 1S

necessary for physical realizability of the filter. This factor

is chosen in such a way so that capacitances from line to ground

for all lines except the input and output lines are almost same.

Generally, at first, all the lines except the lines on which the

input and output ports are connected are scaled by a factor 1;.(5

where,

(6.5)

and a ifo given by egn. (6.1)

In the present case, firstly. the modification of the

networks is made in lines 1 and 5 ( because line a and 6 are th~

input and output port connection ). After scaling of the lines 1

B.nd 5 of both the networks by the factor 1;.[5 the resultant

admittance matrices become,
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Nll'J'1I0HK 1

rJ 1 " 3 4 5 6,.
1.0000 -0.1447 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000-0.1447 1.0752 -0.8831 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 -0.8831 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 -5.1225 100.8811 -16.2130 0.0000 0.0000 (6.6)0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .-16.2130 30.7153 -2.0988 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0988 1.1610 -0.14470.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.1447 1.0000

NETlIOHK 2

1 2 3 4 .5

1.0389 -0.7768 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.7768 11.2246 -5.8572 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5.8572 100.3328 -14.9300 0.0000 (6.7)0.0000 0.0000 -14.9300 30.7153 -2.2845
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.2845 1.1669

After scaling line 1 and 5 of both the networks, the remaining

lines are scaled in such a way that the difference a~ong the

diagonal elements of the matrices is not too large. In doing so,

the following procedure is followed.

In network 1, the second diagonal ele~ent i.e. Yll (1.0752)
is multiplied by 1.2 and the product 1S treated as the new value

of third diagonal element i.e. Y22 ( which was previously 11.2246

1. Similarly the new value of fifth diagonal element Y44 ( which

was previously 30.7153 ) is found by multiplying Y55 (1.1610) by

1.2. Finally the center diagonal element Y33 ( which was

previously 100.8811) is found from the product of 1.2 and the

new value of Y22 (1.2903). While multiplying the diagonal

elements by 1.2 the corresponding row and column elements are

multiplied by /1.2 which is demonstrated by a simple example in
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multiply the column
by n

1
Yoo Y01 Y02 Y YO,n-I O,n

multiply the row
by n

) Y10 YII Y12 Y l,n-l Y l,n

y 20 Y 21 Y22 Y Y2,n-l 2,n

YmO Yml Ym2 Y Ym1n-1 m.n

Fig 6.3 Modification of different elements of an admittance
matrix by multiplying with a factor n
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figur8 (&6. 3~\The same procedure is applied to network 2, where,
.::J U

(Y ) -1 "xry '.44 new- .~ , 55)old and,

(Y33)new=1.2x(Y22)new' After this scaling the admittance matrices
take the following shape,

NETWORK 1

a
1.0000

-0.1447
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

NETWORK 2

1

1

-0.1447
1.0752

-0.2994
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

2

2

0.0000
-0.2994

1.2903
-0.2152
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

3

3

0.0000
0.0000

-0.2152
1.5484

-0.4278
0.0000
0.0000

4

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.4278
1.3932

-0.4470
0.0000

4

5

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.4470
1.1610

-0.1447

5

6

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.1447
1.0000

@.s)

1.0389
-0.2589
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.2589
1.2476

-1).2384
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
-0.2384

1.4960
-0.3893

0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

-0.3893
1.400:3

-0.4878

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.4878
1.1669

b-. ,.J Static capacitance matrices: Now eqn. (6.8) and eqn. (6.9)give

the characteristic a.dn,ittance matrices of network 1 and 2

resp8ctively after the required scaling and changing of level. In

order to get the static capacitance matrices all the ele~ents of

both the characteristic admittance matrices are multiplied by qO'

Finally to convert the values to a 50 Q termination impedance the

elements ar8 divided by 50. So, to convert the characteristic

admittance matrices to static capacitance matrices all the

elements of the former are multiplied by qO/ZO or 376.7/50=7.534.

Now multiplying all the elements of the two networks by
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'( . ~134 the following static capacitance JTi8.trices a.re formed,
NETWORK 1

a 1 2 3 4 5 6
7,5540 -1.0932 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-1.0932 8.1224 -2.2617 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0,0000 -2.2617 9.7469 -1.6254 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -1.6254 11.6963 -3.2314 0.0000 0.0000 @.10)
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.2314 10.5240 -3.3765 0.0000
0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.3765 8.7700 -1. 0932
O.llllOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1. 0932 7.5540

NETWORK 2

1 2 3 4 5
7.8480 -1.9555 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-1.9555 9.4176 -1.8006 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -1.8006 11.3011 -2.9405 0.0000 (6.11)
0.0000 0.0000 -2.9405 10.5778 -3.6846
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.6846 8.8148

capacitance between line to line and self capacitance I.e.

capacitance between line to ground of the coupled rectangular

bars. The mutual capacitances can be easily calculated from the

static capacitance matrices. For example, the mutual capacitance

between line 1 and 2 of network 1 will simply be V12 or Y21 which

is 2.2617 a.s seen frO[1 eqn. (6.10). On the other hand the self

capacitance of any line to ground can be calculated by adding up

the respective row or column elements. For example, the self

capacitance of line 2 of network 1 will be the addition of

-2.2617, 9.7469 and -1.6254 which is equal to 5.8598 as seen from
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eqll. Q3.10). This capacitance value 1S same for either the row or

the column addition. After calculating the normalized capacitance

values of both the networks, eqns. (5.1'7), (5.18) and lTetsinger"s (7]

curves in figures@.2u0-.3,)and @.1jlare used, as described in

sect ion ~~. ~of ehapter 5, to find the physical d imens ions of the

filter.

6.6 Calculation of physical dimensions: After calculating all the

widths and spacings of the rectangular bars the following table

IS constructed.
TABLE 0.1 Calculation of widths and spacings of

Network 1

k C IE Ck ..k+ V'E (Cfe' )k, k+1/E wk"'b wk sk,k+1/b sk,k+1k

0 6.4608 0.6651 0.4430
0,1 1.0932 0.5300 0.3350 0.2230
1 4.'76'74 0.5704 0.3800
1,2 2.2617 ~ 0.2240 0.1700 0.1130

.

2 5.85.98 0.8386 0.5580
2,3 1.62fA 0.3100 0.2450 0.1630
:3 6. 8:j~j!:\ 1.0:3'1 0.6880

3,4. 3.2314 0.1560 0.1170 0.0780
4 :.3.\J1I31 0, ~j'/B~ U.3fJ!jO
4,5 3.3'765 0.1500 0.1120 0.0750
5 4.3003 0.!)l45 0.3430
5,6 1.0932 0.5300 0.3350 0.2230
(; 6.4fj(j8 0.6651 0.44:.30

In the above table,

k ~ I ine number

Ck/E ~ normalized static capacitance of kth line to ground
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Ck,k+l/E - normalized static capacitance between kth and (k+l)th
line

(Cre' )k,k+l/E - norma.lized even mode fringing ca.pa.citancebetween

kth and (k+l)th line

wk - width of kth line in inches

sk,k+l - spacing between kth and (k+1)th line in inches
In the k column of tile above table 0,1 ;
the lines 0 and I, 1 and 2 etc.

1,2 etc. means between

The center plate of the designed filter is shown in figure

~J,4J,The vertical cross section of two networks of the filter 1S

shown in figure(~~.5Ja) and (b). From figUre(~.5])it is seen that

the thickness of the center plate is t=O.2 inch and the spacing

between the two ground plates is b=O.666 inch, so thl"t t/b=O.3.

The widths of all the coupled lines of network 1 except the input

and output unit elements are calculated using egn. ~.l~and
,., ,",\

figure~.vFor width calculation of two unit elements egn. 4>.lfV,

figure~.~and figure&?4~are used, The width calculation of line
1 and one of the unit elements line 0 are shown below.

.fringing

For

and .the

1ine 1, C1/E=4.7674, (Cfe')O,l/E=O.5300, and

The self capacitance is found from table!tS.{,0
'"V

capacitances are found from figure @.2i)
corresponding to the given values of t/b and the mutual

-:? ••••0.tableA'6.. 1';';:.I ,. Now putting
Lhese values in egn (::.,1el),

~=; (1-0.3) [; (4.7674.) -0.5300-0.2240]
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Fig. 6.5 (b): Vertical cross section of network 1



~ wl=U.3BUO illCh

But for 1ine 0, eqn. (5.18)wi 11 be used instead of (tJ. 17) be'Jause

this line has no neighbor and that is why (Cfe")k-l,k/E 1n eqn.

0>.1.7) is replaced by Cf' IE 1n

found, from figUre~.~l to be

for both the unit elements.

eqn. (5.18).For

equal to 0.8000

From table&.lp

line 0, Cf "IE is

and this is same

CO/E=6. 4608, and

(Cfe')O l/E=0.5300. Now putting these values in eqn. (5.18),,

~ = ~ (1-0.3) [; (6 .460B) -0 .BOOO-O.5300]

.. wO=0.4430 inch.

A similar table is formed for network 2 under the same

symbols which is given below. Only in the k column G means ground

and G,1 5,G etc. means between ground and 1, 5 and ground etc.

TABLE 0.2 Calculation of widths and spacings of
Network 2

k CJ,/E Ck,k+l/E (Cfe')k,k+liE wJ,/b wk Sk, k+1/ sk,k+l
G,l
1 5.8924 0.6590 0.4390
1 "? 1.9555 0.2630 0.2027 0.1350,~

2 5.6614 0.8010 0.5330
2, ~3 . 1.8006 0.2800 0.2192 0.1460
:3 6.5600 0.9880 0.6580-c-

;3,4 2.9405 0.1780 0.1336 0.0890
4 3.9527 0.5820 0.3880
4.,5 3.6846 0.1350 0.lU06 0.06'70
5 5.1302 0.5710 0.3800
5.,(1
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6.'7C=e.!:J.ioo oj'widths of network 2: It is seen from table6' 21)
that spacings between ground and line 1 and that between line 5

and ground of network 2 are not given. In network 1 the widths of

the unit elements as well as their spacings with the nearest

neighbor lines are identical at both ends thus making the network

symmetrical at both ends. To restore the symmetry in network 2

i.e. to modify the widths of line 1 and 5 in such a way that

their spacings with ground at both ellds are identical, the

following iteratioTls are carried out without affecting the widths

and spacings of rest of the lines.

It is seen from table~.2D that wl=0.439". If the ground

Sp8.C ing of lir~e 1 is assumed to be 0.2" 1. e. O ',"sG) 1:: . t... J

sa,l adds up to 0.639". The objective is to modify the width WI

and to find a new value of sa,1 in such a way that the SUttlof WI

and sa,l relliains0.639". The iterations are carried out until two

successive iterations give same result. All the values and
caleulations refer to eqn. 0. 1'7)and figUre(:;:~.iV
Iteration 1: (assullied)

(Cfe')G,l/E=O,365 (frottlfig. (5.2) (AC)k,k+1/E=1.2'7 (fig. (!J.2»

(Ck>new='7.8480-1.85t.5-1.2'7=4.6225 (from egn. (6.11»

:.(w1)new=O. 392" and (sO, 1)new=O, 247"

Iteration 2: sG,1=O,24'7" (frolfl preViOUS iteration) sG,1/b=O.3'71
,:.7 '"'(Cfe")G,l/E=O,4:30 (fr"Ottlfig.i,~.21 (AC)k,k+1/E=0.96 (fig, (5.2»

(Ck)new='7.8480-1.9~)5~)-O.96=4.9:325(frolllegn. (6.11»

~ (wl)ne~=O.413" and (sO,l)new=O.226"

Iteration 3: sG,1=O.226" (frottlprevious iteration) sG,l/b=O.340
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',I '\(Cop'lp I/E=O,410 (frOID fig. \'6.~~
L ~ .J ) ...;; rj

'C' .,"/' Q48U' I 9,'rr 1 OS-4 S12'-\, k)new- ,U -. """-. -. "

,(ACik,k+l/E=l.OB (fig,J.2J)

(frorr, egn. (6.11/1

Iteration 4: sG,1=0.235'" (from previous iteration) SO,1/b=0.353

(Cfr,' It}, 1/E=0.420 (fr-orr, fig. [~?2}j) (AClk,k+1/E=1.03 (fig'8''!l)

(Cklnewc.7.B4S0-1.9555-1.03c.4.S625 (fr'om eqn. (6.1:i)1

:. (w] )llewc.O040'1" and (sG.] )lIew=O. 232'"

lterati.on 5: fiG,'l=0.232'" (from previous iter-ationl sG.1/b=0.348

(CU,'IG,1/EC.0.4I8 (fro«l fig. ~.i}} (AClk,k,l/E=l.Ofj (fig. @.2l}
(Cklnew=7.S4S0-1.9555-1.05c.4.S425 (from egn. @.1~1

lteration 6: sG,1=0.233'" (fro«l pr'evious iteration I sG,I/bc.0.350

(Cfe'IG,1/EC.O.41S (from fig.G~.2,b (4Clk,k+I/E=1.05 (fig'(15.~)

(Cklnewc.7.S4S0-1.9555-1.05=4.8425 (from eqn,~6.1~

.. (wI )new=O.406" and (sG, 1)new=O. 233"

So the final value of wI and sG,1 are 0.406'" and 0.233'"

respectively. An exactly similar procedure of iteration is

carried out at the other end of the network 2. Here s5,G 1S

assumed to be 0.2"which gives the summation of w5 and sS.G to be

(0.360'"+0.2'")=0.580". Now the following iterations, are carried

out.

Iteration 1: s5,G=O.2 (assumed)

(Cfe'IS,G/Ec.0.365 (from fig.~.t~

Sr ,.,,/bc.0.3
.J • '..II

(Ck)newc.8.814S-3.6846-1.27c.3.8602(from eqn. (6.11)

:. (wS)llew=O.333" ".lId (sS,G)new=O.Z4'7"

Iteration 2: s5,Gc.0.247" (from preVlOUS iteration) s5,G/b=0.371
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(Cfe')5,G/E=0.430 (fro[, fig.ij.2,v) (4C)k,k+1/E=0.96 (fig. (S.2»

(C k)new=8. 8148-3.6846-0.96=4.1702 (from eqn. (6.1i)

:. (w 5)new=O ,354" and (55,G }new=O. 226"

Iteration 3: sS.G=0.226" (from previous iteration) s5,G/b=0.340

(Cfe')5,G/E=0.410 (from fig.:~.2J (AC)k,k+1/E=1.08 (fig.I.~.,D
(Ck)new=8.8148-3.6846-1.08=4.0502 (from eqn. (6.11»

:,(w5)new=0.345" and (55,G}new=0.235"

Iteration 4: sS,G=O.235" (from previous iteration) s5,G/b=O.353

(Cfe")5,G/E=0.420 (from fig.~).2~ (4C)k,k+1/E=1.03 (fig.&}.~)
(C k)new=8. 8148-3.6846-1. 03=4.1002 (from eqn. l!J. 11»

~ (wS)new=0.348" and (55,G)new=0.23Z"

Iteration 5: sS,G=0.Z3Z" (from previous iteration) s5,G/b=0.348
" ~ ~ ~(Cfe')5,G/E=0.418 (from fig.~5.%v (AC)k,k+1/E=1.0S (fig.~.2VI

(Ck)new=8.8148-3.6846-1.0S=4.080Z (from eqn. $.1~)

~ (w5)new=0.347" and (s5,G}new=0.Z33"

Iteration 6: s5,G=0.233" (from previous iteration) sS,G/b=0.350

(Cfe')5,G/E=0.418 (from fig,(~.~'.~ (4C)k,k+1/E=1.05 (fig.~.t0)
(C k)new=8. 8148-3,6846-1.05=4.0802 (from eqn, (6.11)

..(wS)new=0.34'l" and (s5.G)new=0.Z33"

Thus the final value of Ws and sS,G are 0.347" and 0.233"
respectively. The interesting point to be noted is that
assumpt ion of any value for sG,1 or s5,G leads to the sa[,e resu It

after the required iterations. Now the new entries are made to

form the following table for network 2 which is
finally used to realize the physical dimensions.

( .
\
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TABLE 6.2 Calculation of widths and spacings of
N.twork 2 (Modified)

- . ..
k Cw'E Ck,k~l/E (Cfe')k,k+liE ww'b wk sk,k+ll sk,k+1
G,l 0.3498 0.2330
1 5.8924 0.6590 0.4060
1,2 1.9555 0.2630 0.2027 0.1350
2 5.6614 0.8010 0.5330

L8OD6
.. ,2,3 0.2800 0.2192 0.1460

3 6.5600 0.9880 0.6580
3,4 2.9405 0.1780 0.1336 0.0890
4 3.9527 0.5820 0.3880
4,5 3.6846 0.1350 0.1006 0.0670
5 .5.1302 0.5710 0.3470.
5,G 0,3498 0.2330

6.8 SUmmary: In this chapter the physical dimensions of the

parallel coupled lines of both the networks of the filter are

calculated using some specified expressions for width and spacing

calculation and the curves of Getsinger (7]. Also for network 2

modifications in width and spacing are made at the two ends to

keep the symmetry of the netwo that are used for modification are

also given at the erid.
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CHAP"r.ER 7

Fabrication of the designed filter and

measurement of insertion loss

7.1 Introduction: In this chapter, the fabrication technique

of the designed filter has been presented in details. After

construction, the filter has been tested by measuring the

insertion loss characteristics directly from the network

analyzer and also with the help of Hicrowave signal generator

and microwave power meter. The experimental results are

presented and discussed in this chapter.

7.2 FabricatiOn of the designed filter: A neat drawing of the

designed filter with all dimensions has been given in figures

of chapter 6. The experimental filter

has been constructed by cutting and machining brass plates.

FrOili figures~.5Ja) and@.53b) it is clear that the resonator

elements are supported by two cover plates which actually act

as the ground plates. These ground plates were made by cutting

and machining brass plates with less hardship because the

dimensions were large enough to maintain precision. But the

cutting and machining of the resonator elements and the small

pieces in between them were very much difficult because of

their precise dimension upto the third decimal of an inch.
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Five resonator elements Bnd two tr~nsformer elements of
thiGkness 0.233 inch , 8.S

,~ t,shown figure {'.6.!')'(a),were Gut\Jj .;)

machined very carefllll~ from a brass plate of thickness 0.25

inch. Each of the cover plates were also ~ade of brass plates

and placed 0.2 inch away from the center plate of the filter.

The center plate or the resonator elements along with the

transformer elements were first assembled together by light

welding. After welding, the resonator elements and the small

pieces were screwed tightly in between two sp8.eers of

thickness 0.2 inch. After this the two ground plates were

screwed t6 the center plate. In order to connect the filter to

the Inca-suring instruments, two Fla.nge Mount .Ja.ck Recepta.cles

( Captured Center Contact Straight Terminal, Part Humber 3052-

1201-10 ) were mounted on the input and output transformer

elements as shown (;)'"in figure ,'6.41,)
"j 'l

Some photographs of the
~ .~\constructed filter are shown in figures('i7.8/a.)a.nd (b).
v '

7.3 ~sur~ment of insertion loss characteristics: The diagram

of the arrangement for measuring the insertion loss of a

filter by means of a power meter and thermistor mount is shown

in figures r:z. 1) ~ ~ .and i'.\!. 21{. The arrangement conslsts of
~ 0

a hp-430C

microwave power meter, a hp-477B coaxial thermistor mount and

hp-6l6B UHF signal generator. The thermistor is a resistive

device capable of dissipating radio frequency power and can

change resistance using the thermal energy absorbed. It has a
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hp- 430 C
Mlorowave power meter

hp- 4773 10 mw
Coaxial thermistor mount

••R.F.
power
Input

11_1\
o o o

o

Fig. 7.1 Measurement of mlorowave power of a mlorowave
souroe at dlsorete frequenoy points with the help of a
mlorowave power meter.

II II
0 0

0
•• 0

R.F.

t

Fig. 7.2 Measurement of Input and output power of a
mlorowave fllfer tor obtaining power loss ratio at a
partloular frequenoy.
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negative temperature co-efficient and is designed to operate

at 200 ohm resistance.

In this measuring arrangement, the thermistor mount forms

one leg of a self balancing bridge of the power meter. The

power meter contains such a bridge, a 10.8 KHz oscillator. a

dc bias circuit and a meter circuit. Initially the thermistor

element is connected to the instrument bridge circuit keeping

the bias off but is not connected to the r.f. power source.

The thermistor .mount bridge is balanced when the element

changes its cold resistance state to its operating resistance

state. The change takes place as the element absorbs power

from the oscillator and dc power from the bis.s circuit of the

power meter.

The input and output power of the filter were measured at

different frequencies within the pass band using the UHF

signal generator as the input power source, the power meter as

the output power measuring device and the thermistor mount.

The following procedure was followed to take the rea.dings.

First, the indicator of the power meter 1S set at zero

position by the 'zero set" knobs. The power range indicator is

set at 1 mW position. The r.f. power source (UHF signal

generator ) is then connected to the thermistor mount. The

thermistor element absorbs the external r.f. power, gets

heated and changes its resistance which unbalances the bridge.
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This action causes the output from the oscillator inside tile

power meter to decrease to aceomodate the external r.f. power

through the thermistor element. The meter circuit inside the

power meter measures the amount of this power decrease from

the oscillator of the power meter and displays the results of

measurement over a calibrated scale as the power increases due

to the external r.f. source. This power is:~:taken as the input..~-

power. Then the constructed filter is inserted in between the

r.f. power source and the thermistor mount. The power now

indicated by the power meter is taken as the output power. The

above procedure was carried out repeatedly at different

frequencies over the pass band. Finally the ratio of output

power to input power was determined and the insertion loss was

calculated in dB. Following ihe above procedure, a set of

reading was taken with the experimental filter which ~as been

given in appendix-D. The curve of attenuation vs. frequency is
? .

plotted using this set of reading in figUre~.~0

The insertion loss characteristics of the constructed

filter was also obtained from hp-8510B network analyzer. The

network analyzer gives directly the insertion loss

characteristic curve 1n attenuation ( dB) vs. frequency when

the filter is connected between port 1 and port 2 of the

network. The insertion loss characteristic curves as were

obtained from the network analyzer are given in figures
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(b)

insertion loss characteristics of the salle filter for

different adjustments of the ground plates. So it is obvious

that spacing of the ground plates from the center plate plays

an important role in determining the characteristics of these

types of filters.

7.4 Summary: The method of fabricat ion of the designed filter
,

has been discussed in this chapter. Operation of the measuring

devices has been described in short. The insertion loss

characteristic curves of the filter have been obtained both

from experimental data and from the network analyzer.
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CHAP'T'ER a

Discussions and suggestions for
future work

Discussions: A method of designing microwave band pass filter

using half wave digital TEM lines have been presented in this

work. In this method a low pass prototype filter has been

transformed in to a distributed band-pass filter. The distributed

band-pass filter has both series and shunt reeo~ant elements.

Using frequency transformation and static capacitance matrices

these resonators have been converted to equivalent network of the

band pass filter in the form of coupled half wave digital TEM

lines. Using the design procedure developed, a band pass filter

has been constructed for a center frequency of 2000 MHz with 1%

bandwidth i.e. 20 MHz. The filter has been designed to have

maximum pass band attenuation of 0.044 dB. The insertion loss

characteristic curve as obtained from the network analyzer is
,i' ,e:.given in figure ,'J7. :}:,a).It was found that the center frequency
'2J ~

has shifted to 1923.285 KHz and pass band width has increased to
/) ,'-~,

about ,85 KHz. Figure\!? 3;ib) gives the same curve within a shorter

spaDof frequency. F~gure y .it) shows the extended plot of the pass

band to have a better look at the pass band ripples. The pass

1.1 dB.
the

upper

fromcharacteristic curves

/; (\band attenuation as seen from figure(~.~{a) is about
. (2 "'l, i'~ \i\F1.gure ';r]. t' and iJ'~} give the

network analyzer for two different adjustments of the,-,
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ground plate of the filter. The. center frequency in figure 7.5
has occured at about 1910 MHz but the bandwidth became much
larger than expected. In figure 7.6. the center frequency has
further shifted to a value of about 1850 MHz and bandwidth still
larger than before. In figure 7.7(a) the characteristic curve has
been obtained by plotting the experimental data. It was found
from this curve that the center frequency has oocured at around
1905 MHz and the bandwidth about 80 MHz. Maximum pass band
attenuation was about 2 dB. So it is observed that the maximum
pass band attenuation is more than the theoretically predicted
value and the center frequency has increased by about 3.8% and
the bandwidth has also increased substantially. Figure 7.7(b)
shows the expected theoretical characteristic curve of an
elliptic function band-pass filter.

The filter was constructed by cutting and machining brass
plates. A high degree of accuracy in physical dimension is
required for the construction of this type of filters.
Introduction of inaccuracy to physical dimension of resonator or
transformer element highly influences the overall performance of
the filter characteristic. Also the position of the ground plate
greatly influences the characteristics as was seen from the
curves 1n figures 7.5 and 7.6 obtained from network analyzer. The
length of the resonator elements influences the center frequency
of the filter. If the length is increased the center frequency
will decrease and vice versa. Probably this was the reason behind
the shifting of the center frequency.
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Another reason of introduction of error in dimensions is the
reading of Getsinger"s chart. Curves of AC vs. s/b in figure 5.2
shows that a change in the spacing between the lines causes
considerable change in mutual capacitance between lines (AC).
Moreover the curves are given for t/b=O, 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20,
0.40, 0.60, 0.80; whereas the present filter was designed for
t/b=0.30 which was not supplied by Getsinger"s chart. As a result
the AC vs. s/b curve for t/b=0.30 has to be drawn by averaging
the two curves for t/b=0.20 and t/b=0.40. All physical dimensions
were then calculated using this newly drawn curve for t/b=0.30.
It was very much likely that the readings taken from this curve
were erroneous. On the other hand, lack of precision cutting,
machining and joining the small parts together introduced some
.error in the interbar spacings. This causes a change in the value
of mutual capacitance which in tern causes a change in the
response of the filter.

Next, the setting of input and output connectors to the
respective transformer elements was also a precision job. Due to
the unavailability of two identical connectors to connect the
filter to the network analyzer, two different types of oonnectors
were used at the two ports of the filter which might have changed
the characteristic impedance of 50 ohm of the filter. In fact,
the difficulties faced in machining and setting made it almost
impossible to maintain a high degree of accuracy at those
connections. As a result impedance mismatch might have occured at
the input and output ports. This type of impedance mismatch is
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very much unwanted because it increases the 105s in the pass
band. At the same time loss of power in the connectors itself
increases the attenuation in the pass band. Theoretically this
type of filters should be constructed with materials having
infinite conductivity. The brass plates were purohased from the
local market which were not meant for this type of work. This
impurity of material may cause some deviation in filter
characteristics.

This type of elliptic function filter is constructed from
resonator elements grounded at both ends which make this filter
superior over the filters with resonators grounded at one end.
Because the free ends of the resonators. of the later type are
prone to bend due to mechanical shock or rough handling. But the
present filter is free from that problem because of its solid
binding at both ends of the resonators.
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APPENDIX A

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION OF STATIC CAPACITANCE
MATRICES FROM LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE ELEMENT VALUES

*********************************************************************** PROGRAM FOR ** HALF WAVE STEPPED DIGITAL ELLIPTIC FILTER *
**********************************************************************REAL L2P,L2M,L4P,L4M,M2,M4

OPEN(9, FILE='FLTR')
WRITE(9,*)'DETERMINATION OF CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE
WRITE(9,*)'MATRICES FOR A 5 ELEMENT STEPPED DIGITAL'
WRITE(9,*)'ELLIPTIC FILTER'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'SPECIFICATIONS ~IVEN ARE:'
V=1,2222
S=60.1
WRITE(9,20) V,S

20 FORMAT(/'VSWR= ',F10.3,2X,'STOPBAND LEVEL= ',F10.3)
*********************************************************************** MAXIMUM PASSBAND ATTENUATION *
**********************************************************************RHO=(V-1.0)/(V+1.0)

AMAX=-10.0*(ALOG10(1.0-RHO**2»
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,30) AMAX

30 FORMAT(/'MAX PASSBAND ATTN AS CALCULATED FROM VSWR IS',
+ F10.3,2X,'DB')

*********************************************************************** LOWPASSPROTOTYPE ELEMENT VALUES *
**********************************************************************WRITE(9,*)
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WRITE(B.*)'LOWPASS PROTOTYPE ELEMENT VALUES ARE:'
WRITE(B.'"
C1=0.B265
C2=0.05866
C3=1.666
C4=0.1607
C5=0.8363
M2=3.611883
M4=2.303827
WRITE(B.40)C1.C2.C3

40 FORMAT(/'C1=' .F7.4.2X.'C2=' ,F7.4.2X. 'C3='.F7.4)
WRITE(B.50)C4,C5

50 FORMA'l'U'C4=' ,F7.4.2X. 'C5=' .F7.4)
WRITE(B.60)M2.M4

60 FORMAT(/'M2=' .F7.4.2X. 'M4=' .F7.4)
*********************************************************************** CENTER FREQUENCY. EDGE FREQUENCIES. PASSBAND. % BANDWIDTH *
******************** **************************** ******* *******:********FO=2000.0

PB=20.0
F1=(2.0*FO-PB)/2.0
F2=(2.0*FO+PB)/2.0
PBW=100.0*PB/FO
WRITE(B.70)FO.PB.PBW.F1.F2

70 FORMAT(/'CENTER FREQUENCY OF THE FILTER = '.FB.3,2X. 'MHZ'.
+ /'PASSBAND='.FB.3.2X. 'MHZ .'.2X.'% BANDWIDTH=',FB.3.2X, '%'.
+ /'PASSBAND EDGE FREQUENCIES ARE: F1=' .FB.3.2X. 'F2=' .FB.3)
WRITE(B,*)
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*********************************************************************** STEPPED IMPEDANCE PLANE (THETAO) *
**********************************************************************PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)

THETAO=PI/3.0
WRITE(B,SO)THETAO

SO FORMAT(/"CHOSEN STEPPED IMPEDANCE PLANE=THETAO=",F7.3.2X, "RAD")
WRITE(B,*)
Xl=Z.O*FO*SIN(Z.O*THETAO)
XZ=4.0*THETAO*PB
A=Xl/X2
WRITE(B,BO)A

BO FORMAT(/"CALCULATED BANDWIDTH SCALING FACTOR= ",F7.3)
*********************************************************************** CALCULATION OF WAVELENGTH *
**********************************************************************B=Z.O*A*THETAO*(ABS(TAN(THETAO»)/PI

AB=M2*0.5/A
BC=H4*O.5/A
LZP=SQRT(AB**2+1.0)+AB
L2M=SQRT(AB**2+1.0)-AB
L4P=SQRT(BC**2+1.0)+BC
L4H=SQRT(BC**2+1.0)-BC
WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,110)LZP,L2H,L4P,L4H

110 FORMAT(/"LAHBDA2+=",F7.3,2X, "LAMBDAZ-=",F7.3,2X,
+ "LAMBDA4+=",F7.3,/"LAHBDA4-=",F7.3)

WRITE(S,*)
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*********************************************************************** CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE HATRIX (NETWORK 1) *
**********************************************************************Z=0.5*PI/THETAO

Y11=1.0
Y12=-1.0
Y22=B*(C1+C2*(1.0+L2H**2+Z*(L2P**2-L2M**2»)
Y23=Y22-B*C1
Y33=B*C2*(2.0+L2H**2+L2P**2)
Y34=B*C2*(1.0+L2P**2+Z*(L2M**2-L2P**2»
Y45=B*C4*(1.0+L4H**2+Z*(L4P**2-L4M**2»
Y44=B*C3+Y34+Y45
Y55=B*C4*(2.0+L4H**2+L4P**2)
Y56=B*C4*(1.0+L4P**2+Z*(L4M**2-L4P**2»
Y66=B*(C5+C4*(1.0+L4P**2+Z*(L4H**2-L4P**2»)
Y67=-1.0
Y77=1.0
Y=O.O
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'THE CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE MATRIX'
WRITE(9,*)"OF NETWORK 1 IS (WITHOUT SCALING):'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,lOO)Y22,-Y23,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,100)-Y23,Y33,-Y34,Y,Y
WRITE(9,100)Y,-Y34,Y44,-Y45,Y
WRITE(9,100)Y,Y,-Y45,Y55,-Y56
WRITE(9,100)Y,Y,Y,-Y56,Y66

100 FORMAT(5(F8.4,2X»
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*********************************************************************** AUGMENTED CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE MATRIX (NETWORK 1) *
**********************************************************************

WRITE(9,*)
IIRITE(9,*)''l'HEAUGMENTED CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX OF NETWORK l'

WRITE(9,*) 'AFTER ADDING A UNIT ELEMENT TO EACH END OF NETWORK
1: '

WRI'1'E(9,*)
Y22=Y22+ 1,0
Y66=Y66+ 1,0
WRITE(9,10)Y11,Y12,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y
IIRI'1'E(9,10)Y12,Y22,-Y23,Y,Y,Y,Y
IIRI'1'E(9,10)Y,-Y23,Y33,-Y34,Y,Y,Y
WRI'1'E(9,10)Y,Y,-Y34,Y44,-Y45,Y,Y
WRI'1'E(9,10)Y,Y,Y,-Y45,Y55,-Y56,Y
IIRITE(9,10)Y,Y,Y,Y,-Y56,Y66,Y67
WRITE(9,10)Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y67,Y77

10 FORMAT(7(FB,4,1X»
*********************************************************************** CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE MATRIX (NETWORK 2) *
**********************************************************************

WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'CHARACTERIS'1'IC ADMITTANCE MATRIX FOR NETWORK 2:'
WRITE(9,*)'(WITHOUT SCALING)'
IIRITE (9,*)
211=B*(C1+C2*(1,0+L2H**2»
212=2 11-B*C 1
222=B*C2*(2.0+L2M**2+L2P**2)
Z23=B*C2*(1,0+L2P**2)
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Z34=B*C4*(1.0+L4M**2)
Z33=B*C3+Z23+Z34
Z44=B*C4*(2.0+L4M**2+L4P**2)
Z45=B*C4*(1.0+L4P**2)
Z55=B*(C5+C4*(1,O+L4P**2»
WlUTE(B,*)
WRITE(B, 120)Z11,-Z12, Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,120)-Z12,Z22,-Z23,Y,Y
WRITE(9,120)Y,-Z23,Z33,-Z34,Y
WRITE(B,120)Y,Y,-Z34,Z44,-Z45
WRITE(B,120)Y,Y,Y,-Z45,Z55

120 FORMAT(5(F8.4,2X»
*********************************************************************** FIRST MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX: NETWORK 1 *
**********************************************************************R=1.O;SQRT( B)

Y12=Y12*R
Y23=Y23*R
Y66=Y66*R*R
Y67=Y67*R
Y56=Y56*R
WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,*)'FIRST MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX

+ NETWORK l'

WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,200)Y11,Y12,Y,Y.Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,200)Y12,Y22,-Y23,Y,Y,Y,Y
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WRITE(9,200)Y,-Y23,Y33.-Y34,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,200)Y,Y,-Y34.Y44,-Y45,Y,Y
WRITE(9,200)Y.Y,Y,-Y45,Y55,-Y56.Y
WRITE(9,200)Y,Y,Y,Y,-Y56.Y66,Y67
WRITE(9.200)Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y67,Y77

200 FORMAT(7(F8.4,IX»
*********************************************************************** FIRST MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX : NETWORK 2 *
**********************************************************************

ZI1=ZII*R*R
ZI2=ZI2*R
Z45=Z45*R
Z55=Z55*R*R
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'FIRST MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX

+ NETWORK 2'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,210)ZII,-ZI2,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9.210)-ZI2,Z2Z.-Z23.Y,Y
WRITE(9,210)Y,-Z23.Z33,-Z34,Y
WRITE(9,ZI0)Y,Y.-Z34,Z44,-Z45
WRITE(9,210)Y,Y,Y,-Z45.Z55

210 FORMAT(5(FB.4,ZX»
*********************************************************************** SECOND MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX : NETWORK 1 *
**********************************************************************

Fl=SQRT(YZ2*1.2/Y33)
Bl=SQRT(Y66*1.2/Y55)
Y33=Y33*Fl*Fl
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Y23=Y23*F1
Y34=Y34*F1
Y55=Y55*B1*B1
Y56=Y56*B1
Y45=Y45*81
E2=SQRT(Y33*1.2/Y44)
Y44=Y44*F2*F2
Y34=Y34*F2
Y45=Y45*F2
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'SECOND MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX

+ NETWORK l'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,300)Y11,Y12,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,300)Y12,Y22,-Y23,Y,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,300)Y,-Y23,Y33,-Y34,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,300)Y,Y,-Y34,Y44,-Y45,Y,Y
WRITE(9,300)Y,Y,Y,-Y45,Y55,-Y56,Y
WRITE(9,300)Y,Y,Y,Y,-Y56,Y66,Y67
WRITE(9,300)Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y67,Y77

300 FORMAT(7(F8.4,1X»
********************** ******** ************** *** *********:**;t:*****.******* SECOND MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX : NETWORK 2 *
**********************************************************************F1=SQRT(Z11*1.2/Z22)

Z22=Z22*F1*F1
Z12=Z12*F1
Z23=Z23*F1
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B1=SQRT(Z55*1.2/Z44)
Z44=Z44*B1*B1
Z34=Z34*B1
Z45=Z45*B1

F2=SQRT(Z22*1.2/Z33)
Z33=Z33*F2*F2
Z23=Z23*F2
Z34=Z34*F2
WRITE( 9,*)
WRITE(9,*)'SECOND MODIFICATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX

+ NETWORK 2'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,400)Zll,-Z12,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(9,400)-Z12,Z22,-Z23,Y,Y
WRITE(9,400)Y,-Z23,Z33,-Z34,Y
WRITE(9,400)Y,Y,-Z34,Z44,-Z45
WRITE(9,400)Y,Y,Y,-Z45,Z55

400 FORMAT(5(FS.4,lX»
*********************************************************************** STATIC CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF NETWORK 1 *
*****************************:~****************************************

E=377.7/50
Y11=Y11*E
Y12=Y12*E
Y22=Y22*E
Y23=Y23*E
Y33=Y33*E
Y34=Y34*E
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Y44=Y44*E
Y45=Y45*E
Y55=Y55*E
Y56=Y56*E
Y66=Y66*E
Y67=Y67*E
Y77=Y77*E
WRITE(B,*)
NRITE(B,*)'STATIC CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF NETWORK l'
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,500)Yll,YI2,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,500)YI2,Y22,-Y23,Y,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,500)Y,-Y23,Y33,-Y34,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,500)Y,Y,-Y34,Y44,-Y45,Y,Y
NRITE(9,500)Y,Y,Y,-Y45,Y55,-Y56,Y
WRITE(B,500)Y,Y,Y,Y,-Y56,YBB,YB7
NRITE(B,500)Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,YB7,Y77

500 FORMAT(7(F8.4,IX»
*********************************************************************** STATIC CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF NETWORK 2 *
**********************************************************************Zl1=ZII*E

ZI2=ZI2*E
Z22=Z22*E
Z23=Z23*E
Z33=Z33*E
Z34=Z34*E
Z44=Z44*E
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Z45=245*E
255=Z55*E
WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,*)'STATIC CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF NETWORK 2'
WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,GOO)Zll,-212,Y,Y,Y
WRITE(B,600)-212,Z22,-Z23,Y,Y
WRITE(B,GOO)Y,-223,233,-Z34,Y
WRITE(B,600)Y,Y,-Z34,244,-Z45
WRITE(B,GOO)Y,Y,Y,-Z45,Z55

600 FORMAT(5(FB,4,lX»
***************************************************************:~******* NORMALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK 1 *
**********************************************************************

WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,*)'NORMALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK l'
WRITE(B,*)
WRITE(B,610)Yl1+Y12
WRITE(B,620)-Y12
WRITE(B,610)Y22+Y12-Y23
WRITE(B,620)Y23
WRITE(B,610)Y33-Y23-Y34
WRITE( B,620 )Y34
WRITE(B,610)Y44-Y34-Y45
WRITE(B,620)Y45
WRITE(B,G10)Y55-Y45-Y5G
WRITE(B,620)Y56
WRITE(B,610)Y66-Y56+Y67
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WRITE(9,620)-Y67
WRITE(8,610)Y77+Y67

610 FORMAT(FB.4)
620 FORMAT(BX,FB.4)

*********************************************************************** NORMALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK 2 *
**********************************************************************WRITE(9,*)

WRITE(9,*).NORHALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK 2.

WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,710)Zll-Z12
WRITE(9,720)Z12
WRITE(9,710)Z22-Z12-Z23
WRITE(9,720)Z23
WRITE(9,710)Z33-Z23-Z34
WRITE(9,720)Z34
WRITE(9,710)Z44-Z34-Z45
WRITE(9,720)Z45
WRITE(9,710)Z55-Z45

710 FORMAT(FB.4)
720 FORHAT(BX,FB.4)

STOP
END********************************************************************************************************************************************
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APPENDIX B

RESULT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

DETERMINATION OF CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE
MATRICES FOR A 5 ELEMENT STEPPED DIGITAL

ELLIPTIC FILTER
SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN ARE:

VSWR:: 1.222 STOPBAND LEVEL:: 60.100

MAX PASSBAND ATTN AS CALCULATED FROM VSWR IS

LOWPASS PROTOTYPE ELEMENT VALUES ARE:
C1:: 0.9265 C2:: 0.0587 C3:: 1.6660
C4:: 0.1607 C5:: 0.8363
M2:: 3.6119 M4:: 2.3038
CENTER FREQUENCY OF THE FILTER:: 2000.000 MHZ

0.044 DB

PASSBAND:: 20.000 MHZ, % BANDWIDTH= 1.000 %

PASSBAND EDGE FREQUENCIES ARE: F1= 1990.000 F2:: 2010.000
CHOSEN STEPPED IMPEDANCE PLANE::THETAO:: 1.047 RAD
CALCULATED BANDWIDTH SCALING FACTOR= 41.350
LAMBDA2+= 1.045 LAMBDA2-= 0.957 LAMBDA4+= 1.028
LAMBDA4-= 0.973
THE CHARACTERISTIC ADHITTANCE HATRIX OF NETWORK 1

(WITHOUT SCALING):

50.3392 -6.1021 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000
-6.1021 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5,1225 100.8811 -16.2130 0,0000
0.0000 0.0000 -16.2130 :30.7153 -14.5023
0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 -14.5023 54.4.327
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THE AUaJ1ENTED CHARACTERISTIC J1ATRIX OF NETWORK 1

AFTER ADDING A UNIT ELEJ1ENT TO EACH END OF NETWORK 1:

1.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1.0000 51.3392 -6.1021 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -6.1021 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -5.1225 100.8811 -16.2130 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -16.2130 30.7153 -14.5023 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -14.5023 55.4327 -1.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 1.0000

CHARACTERISTIC ADJ1ITTANCE HATRIX FOR NETWORK 2: (WITHOUT SCALINCT)

49.6045 -5.3674 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-5.36'74 11.2246 -5.85'72 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5.85'72 100.3328 -14.9300 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -14.9300 30.'7153 -15.7853
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -15.7853 55.7157

FIRST J10DIFICATION OF ADHITTANCE HA1'RIX : NETWORK 1

1.0000 -0.1447 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.144'7 1.0'752 -0.8831 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -0.8831 11.2246 -5.1225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -5.1225 100.8811 -16.2130 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -16.2130 30.'7153 -2.0988 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0988 1.1610 -0.144'7
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.1447 1.0000

FIRST J10DIFICATION OF ADl1ITTANCE l1ATRIX NETWORK -)

"'"

1.0389 -0.7768 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
--0.7768 11.2246 -~J. 8572 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -5.85'72 100.3328 -14.8300 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -14 .9~jOO 30.'715~3 -2.2845
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 --2.2845 1.11369

•SECOND HODIFICATION OF ADHIT1~NCE J1ATRIX : NETWORK 1

1.0000
-0.1447
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.1447
1.0752

-0.2994
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
-0.2994
1.2903

-0. 21~)2
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
-0.2152
1.5484

-0.4278
0.0000
0.0000
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0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.4278
1.3932

-0.44'70
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.44'70
1.1610

-0.144'7

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-0.144'7
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SECOND HODIFICATlON OF ADHITTANCE HATRIX : NETWORK .?

"'
1.0389 -0.2589 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-0.2589 1.2467 -0.2384 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -0.2384 1.4960 -0.3893 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -0.3893 1.4003 -0.4878
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.4878 1.1669

STATIC CAPACITANCE HATRIX OF NETWORK 1

7.5540 -1.0932 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1.0932 8.1224 -2.2617 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -2.2617 9.7469 -1.6254 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -1.6254 11.6963 -3.2314 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.2314 10.5240 -3.3765 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.3765 8.7700 -1.0932
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0932 7.5540

STA1'IC CAPACITANCE HATRIX OF NETWORK 2

7.8480 -1.9555 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1.9555 9.4176 -1.8006 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -1.8006 11.3011 -2.9405 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 -2.9405 10.5778 -3.6846
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -3.6846 8.8148

NORHALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK 1

6.4608
1.0932

4.7674
2.2617

5.8598
1.6254

6.8395
3.2314

3.9161
~L3765

4.3003.
1.0932

6.4608
NORHALIZED CAPACITANCE VALUES OF NETWORK 2

5.8924
1.9555

5.6614
1.8006

6.5600
2.9405

3.9527
3.6846

5.1302
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APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF THE FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

f in GHz E' in mil E' in mil Attn. in dB
in out

1.75 0.32 0.001 -25.05
1.77 0.30 0.005 -17.78
1.80 0.32 0.01 -15.05
1.83 0.31 0.01 -14.91
1.85 0.28 . 0.015 -12.71
1.86 0.27 0.02 -11.30
1.87 0.30 0.02 -11.76
1.88 0.30 0.025 -10.79
1.89 0.28 0.06 -6.69
1.90 0.26 0.10 -4.15
1.905 0.26 0.16 -2.11
1.91 0.27 0.03 -9.54
1.92 0.31 0.02 -11.9
1.93 . 0.30 0.015 -13.01
1.94 . 0.31 0.01 -14.91
1.95 0.32 0.01 -15.05
1.96 0.31 0.015 -13.15
2.00 0.35 0.02 -12.30
2.05 0.38 0.01 -15.80
2.10 0.46 0.01 -16.63
2.15 0.51 0.01 -17.07

. 2.20 0.58 0.005 -20.64
2.25 0.60 0.001 -.sE ."
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